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PASSIVE
1- WRITE THE FOLLOWING ACTIVE SENTENCES IN THE PASSIVE VOICE
1- Everybody does the exercises. ………………………………………………………..…… .
2- They are not making the meal. ………………………………………………………………

3- Verdi wrote La Traviata. ……………………………………………………………….……...
4- You should make the sandwiches before you leave.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
5- My parents will pay the bill. ………………………………………………………….….........
6- The technicians were repairing the lift when I arrived.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
7- People have sent blankets to the flood victims.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
8- The company gave me a lot of money.
………………………………………………………………………………………………….…
……………………………………………………………………………………………….…..
9- The manager is going to send us an email.
………………………………………………………………………………………….…………
………………………………………………………………………………………….…………
10- He must take the car to the garage. ………………………………………………….………
2- DECIDE WHETHER THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE ACTIVE, PASSIVE OR
CAUSATIVE. THEN FILL IN THE BLANKS
1- English ………………………………………………….. (teach) all over the world.
2- The newspaper …………………………………………….. (print) the story tomorrow.
3- Dynamite …………………………………………………...... (invent) by Alfred Nobel.
4- While he …………………….……… (chase) by the police, the body ………….…… (find).
5- I …………………………. my hair …………………………… (cut) yesterday
6- He ……………………….his house …………………………. (paint) every year.

RELATIVES
3- COMPLETE WITH A RELATIVE PRONOUN OR ADVERB (WHO, WHICH, THAT, WHOSE,
WHOM, WHERE, WHEN). WRITE IT BETWEEN BRACKETS IF IT CAN BE OMITTED
1- The woman ……………………. lives across the road is a professor.
2- This is the boy about ………………………… you were asking me about.

3- I like the car about ……………………………… you were talking.
4- I have a book ………………. might interest you.
5- The computer ………………… we bought is very expensive.
6- The children ………………… books you are using are my pupils.
7- The house ……………… was so old was rebuilt.
8- The king of Spain, ………………….. lives in Madrid, is called Felipe.
9- My uncle, ………………….. is a doctor, lives in Madrid.
10- The horse …………… owner you know won the race.
11- The house ………………… I was born was sold last year.
12- What is the address of the women ……………….. dog bit ours?
13- Where is the sweater ……………….I put on my bed?
14- I remember the time …………………….. he arrived after everybody else had left.
15- This is the highest building ………………… our company owns.
16- My house, ……………… is quite comfortable, needs redecorating.
17- My uncle, ………………. is a doctor, lives in Madrid.
18- The friend with ………………… I was travelling spoke French.
19- The 8.15 train, …………………… is usually very punctual, was late today.
20- The ladder on …………………. I was standing began to slip.

REPORTED SPEECH
4- WRITE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES IN REPORTED SPEECH
1- “I can´t see you now”, the nurse told John.
The nurse told John ………………………………………………………………………………….
2- “We lived in Paris last year”, Peter said.
Peter said ……………………………………………………………………………………………...
3- “I don´t want you to take me to school today”, Michael told his mother.
Michael told his mother ……………………………………………………………………………….
4- The museum will be open tomorrow”, the oficial said.
The oficial said …………………………………………………………………………………………
5- “I am preparing a speech about this topic”, Robert said.
Robert said …………………………………………………………………………………………….
6- “Do you understand me?”, The teacher asked the students.
The teacher asked the students ……………………………………………………………………
7- “Will it rain tomorrow?”, He wanted to know.
He wanted to know …………………………………………………………………………….…….
8- “Did you speak to John last night?”, She asked her daughter.
She asked her daughter ……………………………………………………………………………
9- “Where are you working these days?”, He asked me.
He asked me ………………………………………………………………………………………..
10- “When have you seen your brother?”, Rose asked the girl.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
11- “Come here”, She told her dog. She told her dog ………………………………………….……
12- “Don´t give them your pen”, Mary told her friend.
Mary told her friend …………………………………………………………….……………..

5- READING
Read the text and answer the questions that follow.

Green Games
I The popularity of the social networking site Facebook continues to grow. As a result, people
have begun to recognise the fact that it is a powerful tool that can be used to encourage
people to make changes that could benefit the environment.
II Recently, a new Facebook game called eMission was introduced onto the site. The game
places players in a coastal environment where they have to build and maintain a virtual
habitat, filled with animals. Players gain points and progress through the game by completing
challenges.
III Yet eMission is different from other existing computer games that deal with environmental
issues. In eMission, players do not simply have to try and protect the world’s resources and
climate in a virtual world. In eMission, players must take action in the real world before they
are able to advance to higher levels of the game.
IV In fact, the biggest rewards in the game are given to players who complete environmentallyfriendly actions in their everyday lives. In order to be successful in the game, players must
switch to energy efficient bulbs, have shorter showers and plant real trees. These off-line
actions must then be proved before the player can continue the game. Players can submit
photographs as proof that they have indeed completed an environmentally-friendly action.
Alternatively, a player’s Facebook friends can confirm the player’s claims.
V While an increasing number of people around the world are becoming more environmentally
aware, many of them believe that there is very little that they can really do to help reduce the
damage to our environment. They feel that the issue of climate change can only be tackled
through government intervention and that the problem is too complex for ordinary people to
deal with alone. That is where eMission comes in. By encouraging people to take real action in
the real world, the creators of the new game are striving to make environmental issues more
personal. They are hoping to get individuals to think about climate change and to show them
that they have the power to make a difference.
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Choose the correct answer.
The writer of the article believes that … .
a.
b.
c.
d.

2

many people may be influenced by Facebook
Facebook will definitely show people that they can make a difference
Facebook does not encourage people to take action in the real world
it is not necessary to make environmental issues more personal

Decide if the following sentences are true (T) or false (F). Find evidence in the text to justify your answers.
 1. eMission is the first computer game to deal with environmental issues.
................................................................................................................................
 2. People around the world are not interested in environmental issues.
................................................................................................................................
 3. Many people do not believe that they can make a difference to the environment.
................................................................................................................................
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Complete the sentences.
1. In order to progress through the game, ............................................................................
........................................................................................................................................ .
2. Having shorter showers and planting trees are examples of .............................................
........................................................................................................................................ .
3. Players of eMission can prove that they have completed environmentally-friendly actions by
........................................................................................................................................ .
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Find words or expressions in the text that mean:
1. be good for (paragraph I)

……………………

2. environment (paragraph II)

……………………

3. change to (paragraph IV)

……………………

4. dealt with (paragraph V)

……………………

6- WRITING
Write an essay (100-150 words) describing how environmentally friendly you and your family are. What
else do you think you could do to improve the environment?

